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This thesis discusses the working hours of Stripping Television Series Actors in Indonesia according to Act No.13 Year 2003 on Labour. The purpose of this study is to find out the implementation on working hours of Indonesian television series industry especially that using Strip Programming (Stripping) scheduling method. Furthermore, the study also determine the ideal regulation on working hours of stripping television series that suitable for the law. This thesis is expected to provide beneficial results for writer and readers, also expected to give way of solving problems in the future. In this study, the problem that has been analyzed is the work practice of stripping television series industry that require actors to work longer than the amount of working hours determined under labour law. While according to labour law, every worker/labourer has the right to receive occupational safety and health protection, which means including the ideal amount of resting hours to keep their physical and mental healthy, and also to maintain the performance of their work. The method used in this thesis is a normative method. Based on this research, it is known that the ideal working hours concerning the ideal resting hours for worker/labourer is applicable in the stripping television series industry. Therefore, there must be regulation concerning working hours for this industry that shall be regulated with a Ministerial Decision.
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